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Terms of Reference for the Board of International Judges Standards Committee.

Preamble

Helicopter competitions are conducted under the rules of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale.

Sporting powers are delegated by the General Conference to the Rotorcraft Commission; the Commission International de Giravation (CIG).

1.0 Vision

To create an environment which promotes fair sport, self development and well being of airsports persons. To recognise the best in competition through promotion of competitions and inspiring future generations.

2.0 Board of International Judges Standards Committee

Develop international judging standards for future competitions, composed of representatives of CIG delegates and/or members of National Air Sport Control.

3.0 Purpose

To make recommendations to CIG in the development of standards, training, qualifications and record keeping of such for the International Board of Judges.

4.0 Terms of Reference

The committee is responsible for:

Continuous evaluation of Section 9, Chapter 8, Chapter 4 of the FAI Sporting Code.

Propose recommendations required to update Section 9, Chapter 8, Chapter 4 of The FAI Sporting Code.

Create a "Standards of Performance Manual (SOP)" incorporating all tasks and duties of all members of the international board of judges based on the current Section 9, Chapter 8, Rules. Including maintaining and regular updating of the SOP.

Maintain a database of International and Assistant Judges.

Create an online test of the current rules enforce for Judges.

Maintain a database of online test results of Judges.

Consult with the Rules Committee over definitions and making proposals for rule changes.

Keep records and publishing minutes to CIG within 60 days of the meeting date.

Engaging assistance as required to achieve the purpose of the committee.

Chairman or Chairman's representative to attend CIG Plenary.
**Frequency of meetings**

At least one meeting per year will be held with The Rules Committee, approximately four months before the CIG Plenary meeting.

**5.0 Membership**

The Board of International Judges Standards Committee is a Sub Committee of CIG.

A Chairman is appointed by CIG in accordance with FAI By-Laws 2018 Chapter 3, 3.5, 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 and their subsequent revisions.

If the Chairman is not a delegate there are no voting rights within Commission.

Plenary may dissolve any sub-committee.

**6.0 Finance**

There is no remuneration for members of the committee.

Any expenses are to be approved by the CIG Bureau before being incurred.

It is understood any position on the committee is either self-funded or funded by the representatives NAC.